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10+

40-60 min.

2-5 players

EQUINOX – Yellow Version

In Equinox, mysterious creatures gather in the forest in an effort 
to write themselves into the legendary storybook and for tales to 
be shared for countless generations. However, there is room for 
only four more stories — not every story will be recorded, so the 
creatures have to be cunning and clever to outwit their 
opponents and make the cut. Equinox is a deeply satisfying 
betting game that gives players agency to influence the outcome 
of this competition. Each round, players place numbered power 
cards in front of the creatures, with the lowest-valued creature 
being eliminated from play. Players also place bets on which 
creatures they think will make it into the storybook, and you can 
use the special powers of these creatures to ideally turn things to 
your advantage. Fans of Dr. Reiner Knizia might recognize Equinox
as a revised edition of the previously released game Colossal 
Arena, but with two new creatures. Of the fourteen unique 
creatures, only eight are played in a game, which means more 
than three thousand different combinations are possible. To 
celebrate the equinox occurring twice a year, players can select 
from two distinct box covers, but note that the contents in each 
box are identical.

• In Equinox, forest creatures gather to write 
themselves into the legendary storybook, 
but there is only room for four stories to 
be added. Thus, a competition ensues, and 
players have to bet on power cards in front 
of creatures in order to influence the 
outcome. 

• A re-themed version of Knizia's Colossal 
Arena with two new creatures, revised 
gameplay, and new art.

• A strategic bidding game. Of the 14 unique 
creature cards, only 8 are used per game. 
this keeps each game feeling fresh and 
exciting as the possible contenders are 
always different. 

• Equinox offers 2 different covers. The 
game found within is identical, but players 
have the option to choose the version that 
they prefer. 

199 cards, 25 stones, 5 bags, 1 rulebook

PB4071

$39.99

China

826956400714

10.75 x 7.52 x 2.76 in.

2.65 lbs. 16.3 lbs.

6

16.85 x 11.46 x 8.07 in.


